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Q: I am involved in data collection. How do we participate in this 'clean up' process?  
A:  This information will be shared in the next few weeks. 
 
Q: Can you please explain the differences in requirements for the different cohorts, related to 
growth measures?  
A: Cohort 1 (RT3) will maintain two growth measures and all other cohorts will implement one 
growth measure in SY 2015-2016. The expectation is that all cohorts will have two growth 
measures in place in SY 2016-2017. 
 
Q: Can districts pull the TAPS Uniformity Ratings reports on the platform or does that come 
from the DOE only? 
A:  It is only available from GaDOE, but we would be glad to provide additional guidance. 
Please contact Melinda Moe and she can provide support. 
 
Q: Will districts receive a report of teacher comments when rosters are incorrect? 
A: No. Districts will need to continue to implement the process for internal communication 
regarding roster verification that is currently in place.   
 
Q: When will we know the dates for RT3 districts? 
A: The developers are working to outline an adjusted timeline to include the tool revisions by the 
start of next week. 
 
Q: For large districts, is there no way to provide access to a third person in the district since the 
turnaround is so short? Testing is going on among other activities.  
A:  There is no way for you to view the information as a third party. However, you can have 
access either as a principal which allows you to view one school or as the superintendent. 
(Please get approval from your superintendent for this access and contact your district person 
who maintains portal access and follows outlined processes.) 
 
Q: Please clarify- The Non- RT3 district 65% data review will open May 1 and close May 22 OR 
we will get notice that it opens sometime between May 1 and 22 and then we will have a due 
date 2 weeks after it is available?  
A:  The current timeline indicates that non-RT3 district data review will open May 1 and close 
on May 22. 
 
Q: Did I understand correctly the slide that stated that Student Learning Objective statements 
currently in the platform for courses that will not be taught during SY 2015-2016 should be 
deleted from the platform? 
A: Yes. Please delete SLOs statements that are no longer going to be implemented. 
 
Q: Someone mentioned posting email to request TAPS Uniformity Rating Report for our District 
Who was the contact for that report? 
A:  Melinda Moe is the primary contact. Her email is mmoe@doe.k12.ga.us. 
 
Q: Just to clarify....the data we will be certifying between May 1 and May 22 will be SY 2013-14 
data? In contrast, the data for Roster Verification will be for 2014-15? 
A:  You are absolutely correct.   


